VPI Netters Win

BLACKSBURG — Virginia Tech registered its first tennis victory of the season by whitewashing Morris Harvey, 9-0,

Roy Beskins d. Scott Gordon, 6-0, 6-0; Dewitt Boyd d. Dee Whitlock, 7-6, 6-7, 6-4; Billy Webb d. Bob Mooney, 2-6, 6-4, 6-0; Mason Malmuth d. Ron Pack, 6-0, 6-4; Bob Rainey d. Chick Maddox, 6-0, 6-1; Harry Rinehart d. Jerry Meyerowitz, 6-0, 6-4. Doubles: Beskins-Webb d. Gordon-Mooney, 6-1, 6-3; Boyd-Rinehart d. Whitlock-Maddox, 8-5; Malmuth-Rainey d. Pack-Meyerowitz, 6-0, 6-1.